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Abstract:
Sometimes the need for non-circular ducts arises in many heat transfer applications because of lower pressure 
drop of non-circular cross section such as square duct compared to circular tube, particularly in compact 
heat. But square cross section has poor heat transfer performance and it is expected that using a nanofluid 
as a new heat transfer media may improve the heat transfer performance of this kind of duct. In this work, a 
nanofluid of CuO nanoparticles and distilled water has been prepared and its heat transfer characteristics 
have been studied through square cupric duct in laminar flow under uniform heat flux. Experiments revealed 
that a remarkable enhancement in heat transfer coefficient is achieved compared to the base fluid. Moreover, 
it has been reported that heat transfer coefficient enhances with increasing nanofluid flow rate as well as 
concentration of nanoparticles in the nanofluid especially at high flow rates. So, ultimate enhancement of 
20.7% in Nu achieved at 1.5% volume concentration of CuO/water nanofluid. The basic reason for lower 
heat transfer rate of square ducts is existence of a static section for some part of fluid near corners of square 
duct and the results indicated that the presence of nanoparticles decrease this unmoved static section which 
consequently increase the heat transfer from the duct wall to the nanofluid.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Low performance of conventional heat transfer 
fluids	intensified	the	research	for	developing	many	
techniques to increase heat transfer rate for cooling 
systems in a wide range of industry applications. 
The attention has been drawn to the heat transfer 
fluid	 as	 a	 key	 to	 increase	 heat	 transfer	 rate	 more	
than	 fifty	 years	 ago.	 	 Initial	 attempts	 to	 increase	
heat	 transfer	 properties	 of	 thermal	fluids	 achieved	
by dispersing millimeter and micrometer-sized 
particles of better thermal conductivity materials 
since Maxwell presented a theoretical formula to 
predict thermal conductivity of suspensions [1]; 

however these coarse particles had major problems 
due to rapid settling, clogging small channels, 
high pressure drop, low heat transfer rates at low 
concentrations and erosion; therefore  millimeter 
or	 micrometer-sized	 particles	 didn’t	 find	 true	
applications in industry.
Fast advances in nanotechnology through the past 
two decades enabled to produce nanoparticles from 
different materials and the most amazing thing 
about	these	ultrafine	particles	is	that	their	properties	
are different from the bulk materials. 
Choi [2] at Argonne National Laboratory (USA) 
is	considered	the	first	who	cast	the	term	Nanofluid	
to	 describe	 nanoparticle	 fluid	 suspensions.	 He	
proposed that metallic nanoparticles can be 
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suspended	in	traditional	heat	transfer	fluids	such	as	
water, motor oil or ethylene glycol and this leads to 
increase the thermal conductivity of the new formed 
fluid	 (nanofluid)	 due	 to	 high	 thermal	 conductivity	
of	the	metallic	nanoparticles.	Since	then,	nanofluids	
are	considered	promised	fluids	for	enhancing	poor	
heat	 transfer	 properties	 of	 conventional	 fluids,	 so	
various kinds of nanomaterials have been tested 
such as metals, metallic oxides, nanotubes and so 
many others. For example, it is reported that a very 
small amount (less than1% in terms of volume 
fraction) of copper nanoparticles improved the 
measured thermal conductivity of the suspension by 
40% [3-4], while over a 150% improvement of the 
effective thermal conductivity at a volume fraction 
of 1% was reported by Choi et al. [5] for multiwalled 
carbon nanotubes suspended in oil. Pak and Cho [6] 
measured	 the	 convective	 heat	 transfer	 coefficient	
with	nanoparticles	of	γ-Al2O3 and TiO2 dispersed in 
water. Their experimental results have revealed that 
heat	transfer	coefficients	of	the	nanofluids	increase	
with increasing the volume fraction of nanoparticles 
and the Reynolds number. Their heat transfer data 
showed Nusselt numbers up to 30% higher than 
predicted by the pure liquid correlation. 
Numerical simulation has been used to investigate 
characteristics of heat transfer properties of 
nanofluids	 in	 laminar	 and	 turbulent	 flow	 regimes	
and results are available from many researchers [7-
13] but to the best of my knowledge, there is only 
one	 numerical	 work	 published	 about	 nanofluid	
heat transfer in triangular duct [12]. Experimental 
investigations have also employed many types 
of nanoparticles with different diameters and a 
wide	 range	 of	 volume	 fractions	 in	 base	fluid	 [14-
21].	 For	 example,	 Nassan	 et	 al.	 for	 the	 first	 time	
compared the heat transfer of Al2O3/water and CuO/
water	nanofluids	through	square	duct	with	laminar	
flow	 and	 at	 constant	 wall	 heat	 flux.	 Their	 results	
showed	that	the	convective	heat	transfer	coefficient	
increases	with	nanofluids	concentration	and	Peclet	
numbers [21].
Most of the results drawn from numerical simulations 
and experiments emphasize that the considerable 
augmentation	in	convective	heat	transfer	coefficient	
can be achieved by suspending nanoparticles in 
different	thermal	fluids.	However,	the	enhancement	

ratio depends on several factors such as the type 
of	 nanoparticle,	 base	 fluid,	 temperature	 and	 other	
factors which will be discussed later in this paper.
Several works has been reported on heat transfer 
in circular tubes for different applications and for 
all	types	of	flow	(laminar,	transient	and	turbulent);	
however, few articles have discussed non-circular 
ducts like rectangular, triangular or other non-
circular geometries.                                
Friction	 between	 the	 fluid	 flowing	 through	 a	
conductor and its inner wall causes losses, which 
are	 quantified	 as	 pressure	 drop.	 Pressure	 drop	 in	
conductors is of important concern for the designer. 
Actually, the pressure drop in square cross section 
duct is less than that of circular tube (because of 
reducing	contact	with	the	wall)	 in	 laminar	flow	as	
the friction factor in square cross section duct is 
56.92/Re and even less in triangular ducts, while in 
the circular tube the friction factor is 64/Re. Because 
of size and volume constraints in applications such 
as aerospace, nuclear, biomedical engineering and 
electronics, it may be required to use non-circular 
flow-passage	 geometries,	 particularly	 in	 compact	
heat exchangers [22]. Then it might be useful to 
benefit	 from	 the	 advantage	 of	 non-circular	 cross-
section ducts in thermal engineering systems. 
However, heating exchange rates will decrease 
through these conduits (due to existence of a static 
section	for	some	part	of	fluid	near	corners	of	square	
duct), but this could be compensated by using 
nanofluids	 in	 these	 systems,	 so	 this	 will	 enhance	
heat	transfer	rates.	Nassan	et	al.	were	the	first	who	
compared the heat transfer of Al2O3/water and CuO/
water	nanofluids	through	square	duct	with	laminar	
flow	 and	 at	 constant	 wall	 heat	 flux.	 Their	 results	
showed	 that	 convective	 heat	 transfer	 coefficient	
increased	with	nanofluids	concentration	and	Peclet	
numbers [21].
Different criteria for selecting and optimizing the 
heat-exchanger passage geometries were outlined 
by Bergles [23]. Kays and London [24] showed that, 
a compact heat-exchanger with a triangular cross-
sectional	 internal	flow	passage	has	a	high	 ratio	of	
heat-transfer	area	to	flow-passage	volume.	Shah	and	
London [25] studied heat transfer characteristics of 
laminar	 flow	 in	 a	wide	 variety	 of	 conduit	 shapes,	
including for square, rectangular and triangular 
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for an extensive range of thermal boundary 
conditions. Arsen’ev et al. [26] were reported an 
experimental investigation which considers the 
possibility to intensify heat transfer in a channel 
of a triangular cross section by installing 2 types 
of longitudinal turbulizing inserts. Kotcioglu et 
al. experimentally investigated the heat transfer, 
friction characteristics, and the second law analysis 
of	 the	 convective	 heat	 transfer	 for	 turbulent	 flow	
through a rectangular channel containing built-in 
wing-type vortex generator [27]. The heat transfer 
characteristics in a rectangular cross section duct 
using impingement jet technique for the purpose 
of heating and cooling are analyzed by Uysal et al. 
[28].	They	investigated	the	effects	of	cross-flow	on	
the	overall	flow	characteristics	in	the	housed	channel	
and heat transfer distributions on both target surface 

and jet-issuing plate [28]. 
This paper aims to experimentally investigate 
forced convective heat transfer through square 
cross-sectional	 duct	 under	 laminar	 flow	 regime	
using	 CuO/water	 nanofluid	 and	 this	 research	 is	 a	
part of an integrated research project to study heat 
transfer characteristics through non-circular ducts 
and by utilizing many types of nanoparticles.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL  SET UP

The	 schematic	of	nanofluid	heat	 transfer	 set	up	 is	
shown	in	figure	1.	This	set	up	is	built	as	a	closed-
loop system consisting of  a reservoir tank (1 liter), 
a pump, a bypass line, a heat transfer test section, 
a	water	cooler	and	a	flow	meter.	The	heat	 transfer	

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental set up
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Figure ١. Schematic diagram of the experimental set up 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Reservoir
2. Electric pump
3. Fluid inserted thermocouples
4. Surface soldered thermocouples
5. Thermo couple selector
6. Temperature indicator
7. Flow meter
8. Cooling water inlet
9. Cooling water outlet
10. Cooler

11. Volt meter
12. Amber meter
13. Square cross-section pipe 1000 mm
14. Heating element poles
15. Insulation Shell
16. Controller
17. Bypass
18. Drain
19. Controlled resistance
20. SCR unit
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section has a square cross-section area (1 cm2) and 
was manufactured using copper paper (0.4mm 
thickness); the hydraulic diameter and the total 
length were 1cm and 100cm, respectively. 
Two thermocouples (BT100-type) were inserted 
into the calming and mixing chamber at the inlet 
and the outlet of the test section, respectively for 
measuring	the	bulk	temperature	of	the	flowing	fluid	
and another four thermocouples from the same type 
were inserted through the little soldered tubes on 
the surface of the test section at different points 
(distribution of thermocouples from the entrance 
side	of	flow	 is	4,	24,	54	and	96	cm,	 respectively)	
to check surface temperature variations during tests. 
The	 thermocouples	 have	 a	 precision	 of	 0.1C˚	 and	
were calibrated by the freezing and boiling points 
of distilled water before they are attached to the 
test section. All thermocouples were connected to 
a controller box and this in its turn is connected to 
a selector to indicate the thermocouple which is 
needed to be monitored on the temperature indicator. 
To	obtain	a	constant-heat	flux	boundary	condition,	
the test section was heated by electric resistance 
which is fed by a constant DC power and the electric 
resistance works under 92.5 V and 8A to give a total 
heating power 740 W. The electric resistance is not 
directly attached to the surface of the test section; 
a	 very	 thin	 layer	 of	 uninflammable	 commercial	
material was used to avoid passing direct current to 
the surface of the test section and eventually to the 
whole system. 
In order to minimize heat loss to the surroundings, 
the heat transfer section is insulated by a 10-cm-
thick	 fiberglass	 blankets.	 The	 heat	 loss	 to	 the	
atmosphere was calculated and assumed negligible 
in the calculations due to its little amount. A water 
cooler after the test section was utilized to keep the 
temperature constant at the inlet of the test section.
The essential parameters measured during the 
test	 include	 electric	 power	 inputs,	 flow	 rate,	 bulk	
temperatures (inlet and outlet) and outer wall 
temperatures along the heat transfer section in 4 
points.	The	flow	rate	through	the	loop	was	controlled	
with	bypass	line	(see	figure.1).
After	filling	 the	 reservoir	 tank	with	nanofluid,	 the	
pump and the water cooler were switched on. Then 
electric resistance was turned on and the temperature 

of the test section started to increase. Through initial 
tests it has been found that the system needs 25-35 
minutes to reach the steady state condition and after 
that the readings could be taken.  

3. PREPARATION  OF  NANOFLUID

Distilled water was used for the suspending liquid 
medium. The mean diameters of CuO particles 
were 30-50nm (manufactured by Nanostructured 
& Amorphous Materials Inc., USA). Physical 
properties of nanoparticles were taken from the 
manufacturer	data	sheet	(density	ρs=6350	kg/m3, heat 
capacity	Cps=	535.6	J/kg.	K,	thermal	conductivity	
Ks=69	W/m.	K).	In	the	present	study	no	dispersant	
or stabilizer were used. This is because of the fact 
that	the	addition	of	any	agent	may	change	the	fluid	
properties.                                                                                                     
Nanofluids	 with	 different	 concentrations	 of	 CuO	
nanoparticles including 0.1%, 0.2 %, 0.5%, 0.8%, 
1.0% and 1.5% volume fractions in distilled water 
were used to study heat transfer characteristics in 
laminar	flow.	
The volume fraction of the nanoparticles in 
suspension	is	defined	as	follows:
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After preparing the required volume of powder using 
the equivalent weight of the solid, nanoparticles 
were	mixed	with	 the	distilled	water	 in	a	flask	and	
then sonicated for 6-12hr by ultrasonic mixing 
system (model Parsonic 3600S). No sedimentation 
was seen for all volume factions, except for the 
volume fractions of 1.0% and 1.5% which a partial 
settling of nanoparticles was observed.
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4. RESULTS  ANALYSIS

The	physical	properties	of	the	prepared	nanofluids	
were calculated from water and nanoparticle 
characteristics at mean inlet and outlet bulk 
temperature using the following equations for 
density,	 viscosity,	 specific	 heat	 and	 thermal	
conductivity [29]:
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Many independent variables (xi) need to be measured 
in this test .The aim is to analyze how errors in the 
interval xi s propagate into the calculation of any 
parameter such as R from measured values.
The uncertainty in R,(uR), due to the combined 
effects of uncertainty intervals in all the xi s  (uxi)  
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The uncertainty calculated by the above procedure for heat transfer coefficient, 

Nusselt number, Peclet number and Reynolds number were ± 3%, ±3.5%, ±4.4% and 

±5% respectively. 

 

5. Results and discussion 

       To provide a baseline for comparison and to check the reliability and accuracy of 

the nanofluids measurements, the tests were first performed on distilled water. 

Experimental results for water were compared with the prediction of Seider-Tate 

equation for laminar flow. Fig. 2 illustrates this comparison, which indicates that a 

very good agreement was achieved and maximum discrepancy between experimental 

results and prediction of Seider-Tate equation is %6 which confirm the reliability of 

the experiment procedure.  

      Heat transfer tests were performed on the base fluid and nanofluid at different 

volume fractions (0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5%, 0.8%, 1.0% and 1.5%) and every test has been 

repeated for two times at least, between Reynolds numbers 660 and 2050 and all the 

tests were performed under the same heat flux. 

      Fig. 3 shows convective heat transfer coefficient as a function of Reynolds 

number and various volume concentrations. It is clear that the convective heat transfer 

coefficient increases with both volume concentrations and Reynolds number. 

       Moreover, fig. 3 illustrates that heat transfer characteristics of nanofluid is better 

than that of distilled water. The reasons are due to the extensive large surface area and 

the interactions among the nanoparticles themselves on one hand, and between 

nanoparticles and the inner surface of the duct on the other hand during flowing. 

Since heat transfer between nanoparticles and bulk fluid is performed on the surface 

of nanoparticles the higher specific surface area of these nanoparticles causes the 

better heat exchanges.  

      Fig. 4 demonstrates the ratio of experimental Nusselt number to theoretical one 

which was calculated from Seider-Tate equation, versus Peclet number. It is noticed 

that the ratio increases with Reynolds number and with higher nanoparticles' 
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could be calculated by following equation [34,35]:
The uncertainty calculated by the above procedure 
for	heat	transfer	coefficient,	Nusselt	number,	Peclet	
number and Reynolds number were ± 3%, ±3.5%, 
±4.4% and ±5% respectively.

5. RESULTS  AND  DISCUSSION

To provide a baseline for comparison and to check 
the	 reliability	 and	 accuracy	 of	 the	 nanofluids	
measurements,	 the	 tests	 were	 first	 performed	 on	
distilled water. Experimental results for water 
were compared with the prediction of Seider-Tate 
equation	 for	 laminar	flow.	Figure	2	 illustrates	 this	
comparison, which indicates that a very good 
agreement was achieved and maximum discrepancy 
between experimental results and prediction of 
Seider-Tate	equation	is	which	confirm	the	reliability	
of the experiment procedure. 
Heat	transfer	tests	were	performed	on	the	base	fluid	
and	nanofluid	at	different	volume	fractions	(0.1%,	
0.2%, 0.5%, 0.8%, 1.0% and 1.5%) and every test 
has been repeated for two times at least, between 
Reynolds numbers 660 and 2050 and all the tests 
were	performed	under	the	same	heat	flux.
Figure	3	shows	convective	heat	transfer	coefficient	
as a function of Reynolds number and various 
volume concentrations. It is clear that the convective 
heat	transfer	coefficient	increases	with	both	volume	
concentrations and Reynolds number.
Moreover, Figure 3 illustrates that heat transfer 
characteristics	 of	 nanofluid	 is	 better	 than	 that	 of	
distilled water. The reasons are due to the extensive 
large surface area and the interactions among the 
nanoparticles themselves on one hand, and between 
nanoparticles and the inner surface of the duct on 
the	other	hand	during	flowing.	Since	heat	 transfer	
between	nanoparticles	and	bulk	fluid	 is	performed	
on	 the	surface	of	nanoparticles	 the	higher	 specific	
surface area of these nanoparticles causes the better 
heat exchanges. 
Figure 4 demonstrates the ratio of experimental 
Nusselt number to theoretical one which was 
calculated from Seider-Tate equation, versus Peclet 
number. It is noticed that the ratio increases with 
Reynolds number and with higher nanoparticles’ 
concentration. For instance, for nanoparticles 
concentration of 0.1%, the ratio increases from 
1.0197% to 1.091% and at 1.5% concentration the 
ratio increases from 1.0812% to 1.1864%. 
It has been found that heat transfer enhancement 
is greater when Reynolds number increases; this 
may be due to better distribution, dispersion and 
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Figure ٣. Experimental convective heat transfer coefficient vs. Reynolds number for 

distilled water and different concentration of CuO/water nanofluid (-♦-Distilled water, 

■٠.١٪ CuO, ▲٠.٢٪ CuO, ×٠.٥٪CuO, * ٠.٨٪CuO, ●١.٠٪CuO, +١.٥٪cuO) 
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Figure ٢. Nusselt number versus Pe١/٣ for distilled water (♦Nu(th), × Nu(exp)) 
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Figure 2: Nusselt number versus Pe
1/3 for distilled 

water (♦Nu(th), × Nu(exp))

Figure 3: Experimental convective heat transfer 
coefficient vs. Reynolds number for distilled 

water and different concentration of CuO/water 
nanofluid (-♦-Distilled water, ■0.1% CuO, ▲0.2% 

CuO, ×0.5%CuO, * 0.8%CuO, ●1.0%CuO, 
+1.5% CuO)
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migration	 of	 nanoparticles	 through	 the	 flow.	 At	
higher	 flow	 rates	 of	 nanofluid	 at	 large	 Re	 the	
dispersion	effects	of	the	nanoparticles	intensifies	the	
mixing	fluctuations	and	changes	temperature	profile	
to	a	flatter	profile	similar	to	semi-turbulent	flow	and	
causes	an	increase	in	heat	transfer	coefficient.	The	
basic reason for lower heat transfer rate of square 
ducts is the existence of a static section for some part 
of	fluid	near	corners	of	square	duct	and	it	seems	that	
the presence of nanoparticles causes to decrement 
this unmoved static section. Increasing Re with 
nanofluid	 flow	 rate	 increment	 caused	 the	 better	
nanoparticles random movement and migration 
especially near duct corner which tends to enhance 
the	heat	transfer.	Tests	at	turbulent	flow	should	also	
be achieved in the future for better understanding of 
heat transfer properties through non-circular ducts. 
Figure 5 shows the ratio of Nusselt number of 
the	 nanofluid	 to	 that	 of	 water	 as	 a	 function	 of	
the volume fraction of nanoparticles at constant 
Peclet numbers from 2500 to 7500. It is obvious 
that the maximum enhancement is achieved at 
the maximum concentration of 1.5% where the 
enhancement increases from 1.117 to 1.195, while 
at the minimum concentration the enhancement 
increases from 1.0439 to 1.071. Moreover, the 
enhancement	of	convective	heat	transfer	coefficient	
of	water-based	CuO	nanofluids	is	much	higher	than	
that of effective thermal conductivity at the same 
volume fraction of 1.5 % vol, predicted by equation 
(7).
By comparing the results obtained by Zeinali Heris 
et al. [36] through circular tube with the same 
nanofluid	 CuO/water	 in	 laminar	 flow	 at	 the	 same	
concentrations (0.2%, 0.5%, 1.0% and 1.5%) it 
has been found that the enhancement achieved by 
Zeinali	Heris	et	al.	[36]	is	27%	over	the	base	fluid	
while our experiments give maximum enhancement 
of 20.7%. 
Asirvatham et al. [37] experimentally investigated 
the heat transfer properties of CuO/de-ionized 
water	nanofluid	through	copper	tube	under	laminar	
flow	and	 the	results	have	shown	8%	enhancement	
of	 the	 convective	 heat	 transfer	 coefficient	 of	 the	
nanofluid	 at	 0.003%	 volume	 concentration	 of	
CuO nanoparticles, they also reported that the heat 
transfer enhancement was considerably increased 
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Figure ٤. The ratio of experimental Nusselt number of CuO/water nanofluid to Seider-

Tate equation results vs. Peclet number at different concentrations of nanoparticles 

(♦٠.١٪CuO, ■٠.٢٪ CuO, ▲٠.٥٪CuO, × ٠.٨٪CuO, *١.٠ %CuO, ●١.٥٪CuO) 
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Figure ٥. CuO/ water nanofluid experimental Nusselt number ratio to distilled water                                

vs. volume fraction of nanoparticles at different Peclet number (●Pe = ٧٥٠٠, 

*Pe=٦٥٠٠, ×Pe= ٥٥٠٠, ▲Pe= ٤٥٠٠, ■ Pe=٣٥٠٠, ♦Pe=٢٥٠٠) 
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Figure 4: The ratio of experimental Nusselt 
number of CuO/water nanofluid to Seider-Tate 
equation results vs. Peclet number at different 
concentrations of nanoparticles (♦0.1%CuO, 
■0.2% CuO, ▲0.5%CuO, × 0.8%CuO, *1.0 

%CuO, ●1.5%CuO)

Figure 5: CuO/ water nanofluid experimental 
Nusselt number ratio to distilled water vs. volume 

fraction of nanoparticles at different Peclet number 
(●Pe = 7500, *Pe=6500, ×Pe= 5500, 
▲Pe= 4500, ■ Pe=3500, ♦Pe=2500)
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as the Reynolds number increased. This is quite 
interesting results and if it is compared with the 
results obtained from this paper, it can be seen 
that the results achieved at 0.1% volume fraction 
are almost the same as the augmentation at this 
concentration, which is 8.2%. 
Recently, Fotukian and Esfahany [38] reported a 
work	on	CuO/water	nanofluid	in	circular	tube	under	
turbulent regime and the results indicate that at a 
low concentration of cupric oxide between 0.015% 
to 0.236% volume fractions, the convective heat 
transfer	coefficient	was	enhanced	by	25%	and	 the	
enhancement	 ratio	 did	 not	 show	 any	 significant	
variation with concentration of CuO nanoparticles, 
so similar test could be achieved through square 
duct in the future to compare results and choose the 
optimum concentration for CuO nanoparticles in 
water.
Equation (7) was considered the interface of solid 
nanoparticles	and	the	base	fluid	for	heat	exchange	
between the solid and liquid as a parameter for 
calculating	 nanofluid	 thermal	 conductivity	 under	
the static condition.  Therefore, other factors such 
as dispersion of nanoparticles, Brownian motion 
and particle migration, especially near the duct wall, 
must be considered in the interpretation of heat 
transfer	performance	of	nanofluids.		
The	 diffusion	 and	 collision	 intensification	 of	
nanoparticles	 in	 nanofluid	 near	 duct	 wall	 due	 to	
increase in concentration of nanoparticles leads to 
rapid	heat	transfer	from	wall	to	nanofluid.	At	high	
flow	 rates	 the	migration	 and	 dispersion	 effects	 of	
the	nanoparticles	intensifies	the	mixing	fluctuations	
and	changes	 temperature	profile	 to	a	flatter	profile	
similar	to	turbulent	flow	and	causes	increase	in	heat	
transfer	coefficient.	Because	of	random	and	chaotic	
motion, collision and migration of nanoparticles 
inside	nanofluid	suspension,	the	local	turbulence	and	
transient	fluctuation	with	the	transverse	temperature	
gradient	 in	 the	 bulk	 of	 the	 fluid	 is	 produced	 (this	
mechanism is known as dispersion effect) and 
caused	to	enhanced	heat	transfer.		In	low	flow	rates	
clustering and agglomeration of nanoparticles may 
exist	 in	 nanofluid	 flow	 [39]	 and	 therefore	 at	 low	
Reynolds number, less heat transfer enhancement 
could be observed.  
One	of	the	possible	reasons	for	enhanced	nanofluid	

heat	 transfer	 coefficient	 could	 be	 nanoparticles	
migration due to shear action, Brownian motion, 
and viscosity gradient in the cross section of the 
square duct. Heat transfer between nanoparticles 
and	fluid	is	performed	on	the	surface	of	nanoparticle,	
thus, these nanoscale particles increase the heat 
transfer. Movements, interaction between particles 
and heat transfer surfaces, increases by adding the 
nanoparticles. Brownian movement of nanoparticles 
increases	local	turbulence	of	fluid	flow.	Dispersion	
of nanoparticles decreases thermal boundary 
layer thickness, because of temperature gradient 
change. By decreasing the thermal boundary 
layer thickness, length of development increases. 
Convective	heat	transfer	coefficient	is	proportional	
to	 the	 thermal	 conductivity	 coefficient	 and	 it	 is	
inversely proportional to boundary layer thickness. 
Thus	 heat	 transfer	 coefficient	 increases	 by	 adding	
nanoparticles	to	the	base	fluid.
Generally, only very few correlations are available 
to exactly predict the heat transfer performance 
of	 nanofluids,	 and	 correlations	 which	 include	
the effect of volume fraction, particle shape and 
particle	 size	 are	 not	 suffice.	 Therefore,	 further	
research	on	convective	heat	transfer	of	nanofluids,	
and more theoretical and experimental research 
works are needed in order to clearly understand and 
accurately predict their hydrodynamic and thermal 
characteristics especially in non-circular ducts.

6. CONCLUSIONS 
   
Experimental investigation on laminar convective 
heat	transfer	of	CuO/water	nanofluid	was	performed	
through square cross section cupric duct with 
constant	 uniform	 heat	 flux	 boundary	 conditions.	
Experiments’ results have clearly revealed that the 
addition of nanoparticles has remarkably increased 
the heat transfer compared to the distilled water 
(base	fluid).	Such	heat	transfer	enhancement	appears	
to be more related to the increase of nanoparticles’ 
volume concentration. Maximum enhancement in 
the	 convective	 heat	 transfer	 coefficient	 is	 20.7	%	
over	 the	 base	fluid.	Moreover,	 it	 has	 been	 proved	
that Seider-Tate correlation underestimates heat 
transfer	 properties	 of	 CuO/water	 nanofluid.	 The	
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basic reason for lower heat transfer rate of square 
ducts is existence of a static section for some part of 
fluid	near	corners	of	triangular	duct	and	it	seems	that	
the presence of nanoparticles causes to decrement 
this unmoved static section.
It	 is	discovered	 that	using	nanofluids	as	a	 thermal	
fluid	medium	can	be	used	as	a	solution	to	overcome	
poor heat transfer performance of non-circular 
ducts.	Consequently,	nanofluid	flow	through	square	
conduits	has	benefits	of	both	low	pressure	drop	and	
high heat transfer rate. But further theoretical and 
experimental investigations are needed to understand 
heat	 transfer	 characteristics	 of	 nanofluids	 in	 non-
circular ducts like triangular ducts, rectangular 
ducts with different aspect ratios and other possible 
non-circular	ducts	with	different	nanofluids.
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